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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS  

OF LAKE COUNTY OHIO 

 CIVIL DIVISION 
 

                                           

BRYAN ANTHONY REO, et. al.,   ) 

   Plaintiff,   ) 

       ) No. 15CV001590 

vs.       ) No. 16CV000825 

  ) RICHARD L. COLLINS JR 

MARTIN LINDSTEDT,  CHURCH OF JESUS  ) Defendants’ Amended 

CHRIST CHRISTIAN/ARYAN NATIONS OF   ) Causes of Action & Reply 

MISSOURI,  et al.,   ) (Separate copy for each case) 

                                  Defendants.  )  

 

REPLY TO BRYAN REO’S LATEST FRIVOLOUS MOTION TO STRIKE & DISMISS 

LAWFUL LONG-STANDING COUNTER-CLAIMS MADE SINCE THE BEGINNING 

OF THIS MALICIOUS LITIGATION & DEFENDANT’S AMENDED CAUSE OF 

ACTION FOR JURY TRIAL SET 29 JAN 2019 

 

 COMES NOW the current Defendant / Counter-Claimant Pastor Martin Lindstedt 

(hereafter in person described as “Pastor Lindstedt”)  and to the limited extent possible for Roxie 

Fausnaught and The Church of Jesus Christ Christian / Aryan Nations of Missouri (neither of 

which are within the jurisdiction of this local Lake County Court except within the fevered 

delusions of Bryan Reo – now a licensed attorney and perjurous officer of this Court (Bar # 

0097470) and furthermore Roxie Fausnaught has never been served) to make a Response to 

Bryan Reo’s fraudulent and vexatious Motion to Strike Defendant’s Causes of Action and To 

Dismiss Counter-Claims Made (since inception of this frivolous litigation on 15 Sep 2015 ) As A 

Sanction For Failure to Prosecute. 

Bryan Reo files these frivolous, vexatious, and malicious motions incessantly even 

though what with trying at the same time to be a mover and shaker within the White Supremacist 

and Christian Identity political and religious movements even though it is a limited purpose 

public figure, because it has "thrust themselves to the forefront of particular public controversies 

in order to influence the resolution of the issues involved."  In its latest sundry Motions for 

Summary Judgment Reo is complaining of events from 2016 in which along with Ohio attorneys 

Kyle Bristow and Brett Klimkowsky – those who have gotten involved in these cases against 

Pastor Lindstedt and Lindstedt’s Aryan Nations Church – Bryan Reo was trying to become a 

public figure by being on the Board of Directors of the “Foundation for the MarketPlace of 
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Ideas” along with Attorneys Bristow and Klimkowsky,  Richard Spencer, and other “Alt-Right” 

White Supremacist notables. This publicity-seeking “lawfare” organization was set up in 2016 

and imploded on March 3-5, 2018 when the media revealed the genocidal delusions of this 

group, Attorney Kyle Bristow feared disbarment and so ran off. But back in 2016 when Bryan 

Reo, Bristow, and Klimkowsky were setting up this false-flag operation none of them dared 

timely sue for Pastor Lindstedt saying that Reo, Bristow and Dickie Spencer – commonly 

reputed with-in to be homosexuals -- were going “ass-to-mouth” with each other. In fact, when 

Bryan Reo was copying files from Pastor Lindstedt’s web pages, Bristow and Reo as law clerk 

and lawyer were holding up universities in Florida, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Ohio for Dickie 

Spencer’s campus “speaking tours” in which universities were forced to spend up to $600,000 

for security in which Dickie would only host a dozen or so “white supremacists.” Timely suing 

within the Ohio Statute of Limitations would have been an embarrassment with these victimized 

universities claiming that Dickie Spencer, Kyle Bristow along with Bryan Reo didn’t really care 

about the First Amendment or have a cause of action because look at how Bryan Reo along with 

Attorney Kyle Bristow and Attorney Brett A. Klimkowsky were suing a genuine Aryan Nations 

Church as well as a bed-bound illiterate elderly woman because notorious racist Pastor Lindstedt 

called Bryan Reo a “nigger-lipped, slant-eyed, unibrowed, shitskinned mamzer faggot” who 

“abused legal process” thousands of times since detecting Bryan Reo’s past history within the 

Movement since 2010. Indeed, browsing Bryan Reo’s lawyer pages still has Bryan Reo using 

these so-called White Supremacist lawyers as a reference. Thus Bryan Reo is still trying to stay 

on the margins of White Supremacy while bitching to this witless & corrupt Court absent any 

jurisdiction about Pastor Lindstedt’s racism in calling out Bryan Reo as a ZOGbot. 

Additionally Bryan Reo is trying to bring into this case what was posted on Pastor 

Lindstedt’s web page in early 2016 about Bryan Reo being fired from its job at the North Perry 

Nuclear Power Plant. This even though like the Bristow & Klimkowsky “White Supremacist 

lawfare” organization it is outside the Ohio Statute of Limitations of one year. Bryan Reo chose 

to do a TV interview blaming the nuclear power plant operators for firing this delusional vicious 

mongrel because “they didn’t care about nuclear power safety.” The joke was that the nuclear 

power plant operators could have simply done a Google search and found out from Pastor 

Lindstedt’s web pages but also on the Stormfront pseudo-Movement web page that Bryan Reo 

was a delusional homosexual mongrel who yammered incessantly about killing FBI/BATF and 

Lake County Sheriff’s Deputies as well as getting into “accidents” with wealthy white women, 
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suing the NRA and telemarketing companies, taking down web pages, interfering with federal 

civil lawsuits, shoving spears in the heads of Greek mongrel women making fun of this jew 

William Finck’s “Greek scholarship”, gaining control of the Ku Klux Klan trademark & suing 

unauthorized Klans,  threatening to rape the wives and daughters of other mongrels likewise 

pretending to be white supremacists, or to drive to Pastor Lindstedt’s home in Granby Missouri 

and knock out all his teeth for calling Bryan Reo a homosexual mongrel (earlier in Oct. 2010 

before Pastor Lindstedt found out that “SwordBrethren” was Bryan Reo, and all manner of like 

crap. If the nuclear power plant operators had simply done a background check on prospective 

nuclear power plant workers they never would have had to be embarrassed by hiring a non-white 

delusional mongrel addicted to making threats pretending to be a famous white supremacist 

mover and shaker. It was not until a series of accidents took place that this due-diligence 

background check was finally made and Bryan Reo was fired as an internal security threat. 

Bryan Reo claims that Pastor Lindstedt mis-speaks about what actually happened and makes a 

new claim to tack onto this three-year old lawsuit, yet doesn’t bother to tell what is “Reo-truth”. 

Pastor Lindstedt spoke out against another homosexual mongrel agent provocateur named 

Frazier Glenn Miller who likewise worked as a government agent, giving him a name of 

“TraitorGlenn Miller” and other names.  Eventually TraitorGlenn Miller gunned down three 

mongrels, one only 14-years old in the parking lots of an old kikes’ home for elderly jews in 

Overland Park Kansas in April 2014. In Pastor Lindstedt’s estimation Bryan Reo is a lot more 

messed up and evil than TraitorGlenn Miller and it is but a matter of time before this crazed 

homosexual mongrel infesting “White Supremacy” blows up and kills a bunch of people. While 

it  has claimed that it will kill federal and local law enforcement if cornered, Pastor Lindstedt 

thinks Bryan Reo is a coward and will take down easier soft targets like at the Mentor 

Elementary School. Bryan Reo will thus make Pastor Lindstedt’s third crazed gunman. 

It is a disappointment that Pastor Lindstedt’s web pages kept a crazed homosexual 

mongrel agent provocateur like Bryan Reo from destroying the North Perry Nuclear Power Plant 

and killing millions of Northeast Ohio human pieces of shit – which is an oversight which Pastor 

Lindstedt wishes to make good by locking Bryan Reo up in there and shutting down the over-

rides someday. Pastor Lindstedt should make good for telling the truth about Bryan Reo. It 

doesn’t really matter all that much that Bryan Reo is a crazed homosexual mongrel unable to 

stop pretending to be a noteworthy White Supremacist of any great importance to that 

community and thus a “public figure” within it any more than Adam Lana, or any other crazed 
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gunman, or some Muslim who poisoned itself while trying to poison the Toronto water supply 

and thus kill millions along with it. 

When Bryan Reo started its endless litigation against Pastor Lindstedt, Pastor Lindstedt’s 

elderly illiterate bed-bound domestic partner Roxie Fausnaught, and Pastor Lindstedt’s Church 

because Pastor Lindstedt found out that this crazed mongrel calling itself “SwordBrethren” and 

infiltrating jews like William Finck and Eli James making terroristic threats was a crazed 

homosexual mongrel infiltrating the Movement since 2003 named Bryan Reo. Richard Barrett, a 

homosexual lawyer acting as an agent provocateur kicked out Bryan Reo back in 2005, saying 

that it would have to get used to the fact it wasn’t even remotely white. Bryan Reo tried to sue 

Barrett but since Barrett was a ZOGbot lawyer Reo didn’t get very far until Barrett picked up a 

homosexual prison negro who killed Barrett in 2010 and Barrett’s web hosting ran out. 

When Pastor Lindstedt found out Bryan Reo’s identity in late October 2010 Bryan Reo 

had to stop threatening people in the Movement and especially Christian Identity because then 

everyone knew its name and where it lived. So Reo along with Eli James and Bill Finck and Bill 

DeClue and others went on a tear taking down a dozen or so of Pastor Lindstedt’s web pages, 

along with others who made fun of Bryan Reo, including a homosexual porn web page wherein 

Bryan Reo impersonated John Britton in order to tamper with John Britton’s federal civil lawsuit 

involving a helicopter crash caused by a defective engine part. The end result is that Movement 

infiltrators who are jews, mongrels, homosexuals, perverts and ZOGbots who Pastor Lindstedt 

can tie into Bryan Reo are found out and segregated into their own Movement communities. 

Thus Bryan Reo is a “judas mamzer” whose worth is in detecting those just like it.   

Additionally Bryan Reo brings up how it made a perjurous claim on an account that Reo 

either made or had one of his lawyer friends make on a NIM-Busters successor page purporting 

to be me wanting someone to “castorate Ol’ Niggerlips” and putting out death threats that Reo 

made to itself. Reo had already threatened to make countless lawsuits before this Court of 

absolutely zero jurisdiction and the Mentor Municipal Court for the purpose of costing Pastor 

Lindstedt and Lindstedt’s Church money in travel 900 miles then have this Court find a pretext 

as on Aug. 6, 2018 to delay action. Pastor Lindstedt asked to appear by telephone to this Court 

on the bogus stalking charge and respond to Reo’s fraud, but this Court proceeded to make a 

ruling against Lindstedt in abstentia.  

There is no doubt in Pastor Lindstedt’s mind that these corrupt proceedings are worse 

than in the courts of Sodom and Gomorrah and the other three Cities of the Plain of the Dead 
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Sea, which was the “Sin of Sodom” which was running corrupt proceedings against strangers, 

including Abraham’s servant Elieazar, Lot’s righteous daughter Palthiel, and some other woman 

who was covered in honey and murdered by ants according to Jasher Chapters 18 & 19. YHWH 

sent His angels to find 10 righteous men and the Sodomites wanted to cornhole them worse than 

Bryan Reo and Dickie Spencer and Kyle Bristow since they looked Aryan Christian Israelite. 

While fire and brimstone isn’t available, there is an acceptable substitute available for Justice in 

the form of a nuclear power plant which can be used for effect. 

Bryan Reo has used this Court to enrich itself by fraud by making bogus accusations and 

filing these frivolous Motions for Summary Judgment and Motions to Strike against the Motions 

of those Defendants upon which Bryan Reo decides to attack. Reo will threaten to take them for 

everything they got before this corrupt  Court, the defendants then move it to federal court since 

they can’t rely upon justice here, then a settlement is reached, be it the NRA, or Starkist Tuna or 

small family businesses who operate over the Internet. Pastor Lindstedt and Lindstedt’s woman 

and Lindstedt’s Church seem to be the only ones who want to actually try by jury Reo’s 

malicious and abusive litigation for purpose of oppression. 

Under Biblical Law, the State of Ohio in general and Lake County in particular deserves 

to be exterminated either through fire or through civil war like the Tribe of Benjamin. Even upon 

surrender, lawyers and judges who aided and abetted Reo misconduct – some deranged mongrel 

being found out as a homosexual vicious mongrel pretending to be a White Supremacist, seeking 

to set Resistance policy for the Movement, and still hanging about on the outskirts of the 

Movement – has been allowed and encouraged and abetted to make fraudulent malicious 

frivolous complaints against a genuine White Supremacist living in another state 900 miles away 

who blew the whistle on it using public records and what has been found out through this 

frivolous litigation before the federal and this local corrupt court without jurisdiction. 

Pastor Lindstedt isn’t a skilled litigator before a corrupt court whose practitioners ought 

to be exterminated upon detection. Rather, Bryan Reo makes dozens of these frivolous motions 

and Pastor Lindstedt avails himself of the opportunity to display previously hidden Bryan Reo 

pictures and documents. The end result is a growing mass of evidence showing what kind of 

dangerous sub-animal Bryan Reo is and why this form of government needs to be abolished in 

favor of theocratic military dictatorships in which only Aryan Christian Israelites are allowed to 

survive. This will of curse entail the elimination of 80% of the diseased ZOGling whigger herd 
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animals and all of the jews, negroes, beaners, gooks and mongrels and all of the current regime 

to arrive at that result. When that happens there will be plenty of everything for the survivors.  

Three years ago Bryan Reo, upon losing its bogus case at the federal level on Sept. 10, 

2015 immediately re-filed before this corrupt court without any jurisdiction pretty much the 

same crap – that Pastor Lindstedt had used Bryan Reo public records compiled by Bryan Reo 

and others to show what Bryan Reo was like. The Ohio Statute of Limitations had long since 

passed. All Bryan Reo had was its own particular arguments as to what it claimed the law was. 

Discovery passed with nothing new being discovered – Bryan Reo was suing on the basis of 

what had been on Lindstedt’s web pages for years. Bryan Reo refused to provide new material to 

be published other than Reo’s litigation which also became public record. Reo and Reo’s 

attorneys and this Court have allowed eight jury trial dates to pass and a ninth date has been set 

for jury trial. Now Bryan Reo claims that Pastor Lindstedt, because of a failure to make a Motion 

according to Reo standards, should have his Counter-Claims made in answer to Reo’s malicious 

original litigation dismissed by this corrupt Court sans jurisdiction. 

Pastor Lindstedt, like any Revolutionary plotting to destroy a criminal regime needing 

destruction in its final days is not deterred. Rather, Pastor Lindstedt shall hereby amend his 

Causes of Action, starting first with the ones in which this Court has jurisdiction (only over 

Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s father, and Ohio Attorneys Brett A Klimkowsky and Kyle Bristow). 

Then Reo’s “common law” (which only covered White men and not Satanic homosexual 

mongrels who had no rights) and then Biblical Law (which covered both Adamic Man and 6
th

 

Day Beasts of the Field and Satanic mongrel abominations like Bryan Reo). 

 

DEFENDANTS’ AMENDED CAUSES OF ACTION 

1. Abuse of legal process, malicious prosecution, vexatious litigation 

against Pastor Lindstedt, Lindstedt’s Church, Roxie Fausnaught by 

Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s father Anthony Reo, William Finck, William 

Shawn DeClue, Attorneys Kyle Bristow and Brett Klimkowsky. (Question 

as to jurisdiction vs Finck and DeClue) 

 

2. Statutory Criminal Liability against by Bryan Reo, Attorneys Kyle 

Bristow & Brett Klimkowsky making a perjurous claim of stalking 

resulting in a fraudulent “protection order” for Bryan Reo. 

 

3. Permanent Disbarment of Bryan Reo, Kyle Bristow, Brett Klimkowsky. 

 

4. Claim for Permanent Injunction against Bryan Reo making any pro se 

claims against anyone outside the boundaries of Lake County Ohio 

unless Bryan Reo posts a bond amount equal to Reo’s claims first. 
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5. Re-opening any Ohio cases filed by Bryan Reo, Attorneys Kyle 

Bristow & Brett Klimkowsky and upon application of civil defendants 

setting aside any and all settlements arrived in favor of defendants. 

  

6. Punitive Damages against Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s father Anthony Reo, 

William Finck, William Shawn DeClue, Attorneys Kyle Bristow and Brett 

Klimkowsky. (Question as to jurisdiction vs Finck and DeClue). 

 

7. Civil conspiracy against Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s father Anthony Reo, 

William Finck, William Shawn DeClue, Attorneys Kyle Bristow and Brett 

Klimkowsky. (Question as to jurisdiction vs Finck and DeClue) 

 

8. Spoilation / Destruction of Evidence by Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s 

father Anthony Reo, William Finck, Melissa Epperson, William Shawn 

DeClue, Attorneys Kyle Bristow and Brett Klimkowsky. (Question as to 

jurisdiction vs Finck, Epperson and DeClue). 

 

Bryan Reo’s Common Law Nonsense in which this Court lacks jurisdiction 

 

9. Defamation against Martin Lindstedt by Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s 

father Anthony Reo, William Finck, Melissa Epperson, William Shawn 

DeClue, Attorneys Kyle Bristow and Brett Klimkowsky.  

 

10. Tortuous interference with contract by threatening or inducing 

around a dozen Internet Hosting Companies to shut down Pastor 

Lindstedt’s & Lindstedt’s Church’s web pages by Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s 

father Anthony Reo, William Finck, William Shawn DeClue, Melissa 

Epperson, Attorneys Kyle Bristow and Brett Klimkowsky.  

 

11. Common Law Invasion of Privacy False Light against Bryan Reo, 

Bryan Reo’s father Anthony Reo, William Finck, William Shawn DeClue, 

Melissa Epperson. 

 

12. Common Law Invasion of Privacy Public Disclosure of “Private 

Facts” against Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s father Anthony Reo, William 

Finck, William Shawn DeClue, Melissa Epperson. (Which is the stupidest 

crap ever made up by Bryan Reo but here is right back at the crazed 

mongrel, with this Court having even less than its already zero 

jurisdiction.) 

 

13. Common Law Invasion of Privacy Intrusion/Invasion of Seclusion 

against Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s father Anthony Reo, William Finck, 

William Shawn DeClue, Melissa Epperson.   

 

14. Common Law Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress Bryan Reo, 

Bryan Reo’s father Anthony Reo, William Finck, William Shawn DeClue. 

(Stupid crap made up by Bryan Reo but Pastor Lindstedt and Lindstedt’s 

Church will perk right up when these mongrels, jews, and mumps-nutted 

alleged niglet-niece molesting ZOGbot is skinned on out.) 

 

15. Piercing of Corporate Veil of State of Ohio, dissolution of its 

government, and the Lake County Court in particular stripped of any 
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jurisdiction to hear causes in which the Defendants live outside the 

County.  

 

Biblical Law: 

16. The Judgment of Sodom & Gomorrah and three other Cities of the 

Plain for using judicial process to murder and rob in which to rob 

strangers under color of law absent jurisdiction to do so of fire and 

brimstone or in the alternative the locking down of the North Perry 

Nuclear Power Plant with Bryan Reo, Bryan Reo’s father Anthony Reo, 

William Finck, William Shawn DeClue, Melissa Epperson, Attorneys Kyle 

Bristow and Brett Klimkowsky in it until the nuclear reactor core 

melts down and turns Northeast Ohio into another Chernobyl or 

Fukishima without any of the population allowed to escape. 

 

17. The Benjamite Civil War Decision in which the entire Tribe of 

Benjamin was treated like Canaanites in that everything which breathed 

was put to the sword because of their refusal to punish Amorite jews 

and Benjamite robbers, rapists and murders of visiting strangers. The 

State of Ohio in general and Lake County should be punished. 

 

18. Biblical castration of the ruling classes & government officials, 

lawyers, and wealthy as happened to Daniel because of Hezekiah’s sin 

in allowing the Babylonians to see the Temple 120 years previously. 

Because this Court has already ruled that Pastor Lindstedt cannot 

defend his Church corporation or his domestic partner Roxie Fausnaught 

because the lawyers demand a legal monopoly in their corrupt courts an 

ecclesiastical judgment / Letter of Marque & Reprisal has been granted 

to the Church of Jesus Christ Christian / Aryan Nations of Missouri 

Ohio sub corporation Lake County Geldings & Walking Wombs. Those who 

are White who use their authority and privilege to destroy our race 

should have their bloodline cut off while those who are not white 

should be cut off entirely from out of our People altogether. 

 

19. The surviving White population given that they allowed this 

current form of government to destroy them as a People need to be 

reduced to serfdom for at least three generations under a racially-

conscious set of theocratic racist Warlords to set things right. 

Courts which allow known notorious Satanic homosexual mongrels 

pretending to be White Supremacist wanting to sue sans jurisdiction 

Racial Churches and their pastors need to be replaced with Resistance 

tribunals which will purge non-whites from amongst the White body.    

  

Doubtless this will trigger yet further frivolous Motions to Strike by Bryan Reo, some of 

them indulged by this Court for whatever reason, which is why Bryan Reo has nearly sixty of 

these fraudulent actions before this Court and thirty or more clogging the Cleveland federal court 

as all the parties sued want  to take it out of this Court where they think that they will be 

screwed. You have permanently destroyed your Court’s reputation because of catering to a 

deranged homosexual mongrel wanting to pretend to being a White Supremacist lusting after 

perverted sodomistic butt-sex and dick-sucking up to the point that its target gets revealed as a 
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fellow mongrel or jew and thus is abruptly dropped as the perverted object of its attentions. It 

doesn’t matter that time after time Bryan Reo’s latest agent provocateur ZOG false-flag 

operation blows up like the “Foundation for the MarketPlace of Ideas” / ZOGbot Poverty (F)Law 

Center did on March 3, 2018 and Attorney Kyle Bristow “left” the Movement. The very next day 

the ZOGbot Poverty web site went down and all the mamzer, jew and whigger lawyers scattered 

like a cockroach nest hit by pesticidal spray yet some of the biggest names in the bowel 

Movement were revealed as ZOGbots. They have been irremediably tainted by association with 

a known deranged homosexual mongrel like Bryan Reo, yet Bryan Reo is still trying to pretend 

to be a white supremacist to this very day, on its Internet advertising still using these caught fools 

as references. Internet notoriety is forever. Demands for censorship as a matter of law is futile. 

 

Bryan Reo is a limited-purpose public figure within the White Supremacist / White 

Nationalist / Alt-Right community. It has been so since 2002 or 2003. Reo inevitably gets kicked 

out whenever its antics and brown-gray hide can no longer be explained away. So Reo lies low 

for a few months, sometimes a year, and then latches itself to the next ZOG false-flag operation, 

which inevitably implodes like a virus does a cell, scattering it out to infect yet more bowel 

Movement ZOG false-flag operations. Thus Bryan Reo is invaluable for detecting these ZOG 

incursions because anyone which will allow this obvious homosexual mongrel is neither Aryan 

or Christian Identity. I have always counseled that Reo be left in peace – and observed. 

What this criminal regime on its last legs should fear is the 95% of the Movement which 

is belowground waiting for the day to rise up upon inevitable social collapse and exterminate 

those in power in the chaos attendant in that collapse. Anyone trying to build an empire is always 

a fool, a mongrel, and a ZOGbot  setting something up to be detected and crushed by ZOG. 

When Bryan Reo interfered with John Britton’s federal civil lawsuit and went running to 

Rolls Royce and the federal courts the correct policy was to publicize the event, leading to a 

settlement and John Britton getting something. An agreement was reached which Bryan Reo 

breached. Likewise with this never-ending action. Pastor Lindstedt has about twenty years of 

information on Bryan Reo and Reo associates. Reo files these idiotic motions, Lindstedt releases 

this information in response.  

This Court would do well by cauterizing this matter by simply disbarring Bryan Reo and 

Bristow and Klimkowsky and putting them in jail so they won’t go out shooting, putting out a 

$100,000 award to Pastor Lindstedt, Roxie Fausnaught, and Lindstedt’s Church which none of 




